
1. What gives Windsor Red cheese its colour?

2.  Name these famous redheads:

Red questions

Anne Hegerty’s
Spectrum Quiz
Autistic woman and star of ITV’s The Chase, Anne 
Hegerty, has compiled this Spectrum Quiz for some 
fundraising fun in World Autism Acceptance Week 
28 March – 3 April 2022. Why not give it a go and 
raise some cash to help create a society that works 
for autistic people?

Get your workmates or friends to pay to enter (in 
teams or individually) and see if any of them are a 
match for Anne.

3. What classic film featured Scarlett O’Hara? 

4. In nature, what creature is a ‘red admiral’?

5. Which Premier League football team, who  
 wear red, won the Champions League in the  
 2018/19 season? 

6. Who was the war commissioner who led the  
 Red Army to victory in the Russian civil war  
 of 1918 to 1920?

1. Which country’s flag has a yellow cross on  
 a blue background?  

2. Tie a yellow ribbon round the ole oak tree  
 was a 70s hit for which band?

3. Yellowstone National Park stretches into  
 three US states – which three?

Yellow questions

4. What’s the name of the little yellow bird  
 who is Snoopy's best friend?

5. A yellow VW campervan is driven to a   
 beauty pageant in which 2006 film?

6. Wearing green and yellow racing silks, the  
 2021 Grand National saw its first victory by  
 a female jockey. What was her name?

a) Singer born in Yorkshire in 1991 who   
 grew up in Suffolk.

b) Director and actor, famous for his role  
 as Richie Cunningham in Happy Days.

c) TV presenter and journalist with the   
 famous catchphrase “You are the   
 weakest link, goodbye.” 
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Acceptance Week
28 March – 3 April 2022



Purple questions

1. Blue Mountain coffee comes from which  
 country?

2. Which Championship football team are  
 known as ‘The Bluebirds’?

3. What is the only bird that can see the   
 colour blue?

Blue questions

4. In which country does the Blue Nile meet the  
 White Nile?

5. Which car manufacturer started producing  
 the Bluebird in 1957? 

6. According to the wedding rhyme, what  
 other three objects should the bride wear  
 along with 'something blue'?

1. What does the green jersey mean in the  
 Tour de France cycle race? 

2. Which letter in the Google logo is green? 

3. The film The Green Mile is based on a book  
 of the same name. Who wrote the book?

Green questions

4. In which area of the Houses of Parliament  
 would you sit on green benches? 

5. In what language is the colour green 'vert'?

6. What DC villain, often depicted in green,  
 has a staff with a question mark on   
 the end?

1. In the 1978 movie Grease, who is the leader  
 of the pink ladies?

2. Pink Lady is a variety of which fruit?

3. In the children’s television series, which  
 pink creatures live on a small moon-like  
 planet, speak in a whistling language   
 and eat green soup?

Pink questions

4. What causes the water to turn pink in many  
 of Australia’s salt lakes?  

5. Pink and which other colour were removed  
 from the original eight colour pride flag?

6. Pink Floyd’s best-selling album is Dark Side  
 of the... what? 

1. According to her famous poem, when is  
 Jenny Joseph 'going to wear purple'? 

2. In the board game Cluedo, what character  
 is represented by the purple token?

3. Samuel L. Jackson only agreed to play  
 Mace Windu in Star Wars films if he had 
 a purple what?

4. Which legendary guitarist recorded the song  
 Purple Haze?

5. Which of the home nation cricket teams wore  
 a purple kit for the 2021 ICC T20 World Cup?

6. In Formula 1, if a car has ‘set a purple sector   
 or lap’, does this mean a) they have gone off   
 track, b) they are the fastest, or c) they are   
 the slowest?



It’s Now or Never was the first 60s number one for which musical icon?

60th theme questions

What Disney film, released in November 2021, was the 60th film to be produced 
by the studio? It featured a family who have magical gifts bestowed upon them 
by a 'miracle' candle.

Which Marvel superhero is marking their 60th anniversary in 2022? His debut 
was in 1962’s Amazing Fantasy #15, and the blockbuster film featuring the 
superhero released in December 2021 was the year’s highest grossing film.

2022 is the Queen’s Platinum Jubilee. When was the Queen’s Diamond Jubilee 
(60th anniversary as monarch)?

Earlier this year, Royal Mail released stamps to mark the 60th anniversary of an 
iconic British band. Which band was it?

Which Pulitzer prize-winning American novel, set in Maycomb, Alabama was 
published in 1960?

Find out how you can join the 60th celebrations  
at www.autism.org.uk/60th

Bonus 
round!




